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Securities offered through LPL Financial, member FINRA/SIPC. Investment 
advice offered through Strategence Capital, a registered investment advisor and 
separate entity from LPL Financial.

Content in this material is for general information only and not intended to 
provide specific advice or recommendations for any individual. All performance 
referenced is historical and is no guarantee of future results. All indices are 
unmanaged and may not be invested into directly. 

There is no assurance that the techniques and strategies discussed are suitable 
for all investors or will yield positive outcomes. The purchase of certain 
securities may be required to effect some of the strategies. Investing involves 
risks including possible loss of principal.



Full disclosure/advertising

• Our approach is strategic allocation with periodic rebalancing with a disdain for 
forecasts.

• About 70% of our business is with individuals; about 30% with qualified 
retirement plans.

• We do asset management; financial and tax planning.



Current situation



Inflation



GDP



GDP

One problem with GDP is 
that it’s only reported 
quarterly.

GDPNow attempts to use 
higher-frequency economic 
data to provide a real time 
forecast that is not a forecast 
🥴.



Indiana GDP



Housing



Indiana Housing



Yield Curve



Yield Curve



Financial Stress



Trouble in 
Bank Land
• The number of failed 

banks is tiny.
• The deposits are huge!



Trouble in 
Bank Land
• Bank investments have 

gotten pummeled.
• Some banks reached for 

return in their 
investment portfolios, 
extending duration.

• When interest rates rose, 
these investments fell 
sharply in value.

• Banks that sell imperiled 
investments realize 
losses, impairing their 
capital.



Trouble in 
Bank Land
• Fed presently not too 

worried about banking 
system, saying it’s 
“sound and resilient.”

• Three failed banks = 
2.4% of banking sector.

• In financial crisis, WaMu
totaled 2.7% alone.

• Of course, in the GFC, 
the Fed also said 
problems in the sub-
prime markets were 
“contained.”



Beware the Forecasts



“The only function of economic 
forecasting is to make astrology 
look respectable.”
John Kenneth Galbraith

“Predictions are difficult, 
especially about the future.”
Someone, maybe Yogi Berra



Especially difficult in finance

• Not only does the future have to be divined…
• Its impacts must be guessed

• A worldwide event is going to occur that will kill millions of people
• The U.S. Presidential election will be contested
• The peaceful transition of power in the U.S. is threatened; the Capitol 

Building stormed

A thought experiment



What actually happened

The Standard & Poor’s 500 Index is a capitalization weighted index of 500 stocks 
designed to measure performance of the broad domestic economy through changes 
in the aggregate market value of 500 stocks representing all major industries.



Uncertainty



Thinking in Bets – Annie Duke
• If you had to wager a sum of 

money on the certainty of 
your forecast, how much 
would it be?

• How certain are you of your 
outlook?

Other thoughts
• Does your opponent/the other side possess no 

truth at all?
• Might there be something you don’t know?
• What does the party buying/selling your stock 

from you know that you don’t know?



Wall of worry



There are always reasons to be nervous



The 
long 
view





Getting 
spooked 
by minus 
signs can 
upset 
your 
financial 
future.





Presidential administrations



3.13.23 email from client



3.13.23 email from client



More…



Our Reminders and Advice
Reminders
• The U.S. economy is a strong and resilient one
• The economic pendulum repeatedly swings, and we’ll often have recessions
• Stocks are potentially a suitable long-term investment
• Selling stocks in a panic is rarely a good idea
• Buying stocks when others are panicking has historically been a good long 

strategy

Advice
1. Determine an asset mix appropriate to you and your situation
2. Rebalance it when it gets out of alignment
3. Don’t pay too much attention to the news
4. Only change #1 when your situation changes


